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Subject: Industry comments on Draft Regulatory Guide DG-5027; "General Use of Locks in Protection and

Control of Facilities and Special Nuclear Materials, Classified Matter, and Safeguards Information," 80 FR 53

(Jan. 2, 2015) (Docket ID NRC-2014-0276)

Project Number: 689

Dear Ms. Bladey:

On behalf of the nuclear energy industry, the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI)' appreciates the opportunity to
provide comments on the Draft Regulatory Guide DG-5027; "General Use of Locks in Protection and Control of

Facilities and Special Nuclear Materials, Classified Matter, and Safeguards Information," 80 FR 53 (Jan. 2,

2015) (Docket ID NRC-2014-0276).

The purpose of this Draft Regulatory Guide (DG-5027) is to describe to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) staff, the methods and procedures acceptable for the selection, use, and control of locking

devices in the protection of areas, facilities, and specific types of information. Our overarching comment is

that there appears to be no risk-informed graded approach employed with regard to the level or type of

material being protected and that the guidance may not present a clear understanding of applicability.

NEI is the organization responsible for establishing unified nuclear industry policy on matters affecting the nuclear energy industry, including

the regulatory aspects of generic operational and technical issues. NEI's members include all utilities licensed to operate commercial nuclear
power plants in the United States, nuclear plant designers, major architect/engineering firms, fuel fabrication facilities, materials licensees,
and other organizations and individuals involved in the nuclear energy industry.
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Attached are comments and recommended changes that have been provided by industry stakeholders

following their review of DG-5027. We appreciate your consideration of these comments. If you have any
questions or require additional information, please contact Anthony J. Clore at (202) 739-8025; aicjnei.ora or
me.

Sincerely,

David R. Kline

c: Mr. Albert N. Tardiff, Jr., NSIR/DSP/FCTSB, NRC
NRC Document Control Desk



ATTACHMENT

Industry Comments

DG-5027, General Use of Locks in Protection and Control of Special Nuclear
Materials, Classified Matter, and Safeguards Information

Title ot document and
Purpose

The document Title and
Purpose would indicate that
guidance within speaks to use
of locks for the protection of
safeguards information (SGI).
However, upon review, there
appears to be no actual
guidance relating to use of
locks for protection of SGI.
Rightfully so, the guidance for
locks for the purpose of SGI
storage resides in RG 5.79,
Protection of Safeguards
Information.

To avoid possible ccntusion
with RG 5.79, consider
removing all indication of
applicability to protection of
safeguards information within
document.

Throughout Document There appears to be no risk Carefully resolve the
informed graded approach applicability and scope of the
with regard to the level or entire reg. guide and then
type of SNM being protected. where appropriate with a
There are implications that graded risk informed
the reg. guide is applicable to approach regarding the
those SNM of strategic or different levels of either
formula quantity, sources or material or information being
spent fuel. protected.

Starting at Page 5 through Reference numbers are Correct reference numbers
page 19. Reference numbers incorrect, throughout document.
are incorrect
Page 1 Section A. Throughout the entire Suggest a better separation of
Introduction, Subsection - document, there seems to be guidance that would be more
Purpose, and a co-mingling of guidance that specific for the various
Page 12 Section 3, "Selection pertains to subjects varying organizations that can be
and Use of Locks to Protect from the production and affected by this guidance.
Facilities and SNM under part storage of SNM, to the
73". There are parts that protection of NSI, RD to
pertain to 10CFR73.55, but power plants. For example,
this section continues on Page there are parts that talk about
13, letter b. "The following Facilities Controls. Are they
guidelines are acceptable for talking about a Nuclear Power
the selection and use of locks Plant or a Facility that stores
in the protection of facilities SNM.
and SNM.
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Key Locks (general): Control keys should only be Control keys should only be
issued to the individual in issued to individuals
charge of the lock program. authorized by the lock / key

program manager. Individuals
who are authorized to handle
control keys should be tracked
for "for integrity based
terminations".

Key Locks (general): The termination of an In addition, termination of an
individual for integrity / loss of employee for trustworthiness
trustworthiness based issues or integrity based concerns
should initiate a core change, who had access to a master
not just the termination of a key would require changing
general employee who had the bitting of all locks set for
controlled access to the key or the master key with in a
keyway. rolling 5 day period.

Control of Locks, Keys, Key Slight word change to focus Control of Locks, Keys, Key
Cards, Combinations, and the intent of the paragraph. Cards, Combinations, and
Related Equipment (general): Related Equipment:

Licensees should develop,
implement, and maintain a
formal process for distributing
locks, keys, key cards,
combinations, and related
equipment to only authorized
personnel; accounting for
spare components; and the
changing of keys / cores, key
card processing systems, and
combinations when an
individual's authorization for
access has been revoked or
suspended under certain
conditions.

Section C. STAFF This is inaccurate. The quoted Security Storage Container
REGULATORY GUIDANCE. definition of "Security Storage includes any of the following
Section 2. "Selection and use Container" in the DG is not repositories: (1) For storage in
of Locks to Protect SGI", consistent with 10CFR73.2 a building located within a
paragraph 2; protected or controlled access

area, a steel filing cabinet
equipped with a steel locking
bar and a three position,
changeable combination, GSA
approved padlock; (2) A
security filing cabinet that
bears a Test Certification
Label on the side of the
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locking drawer, or interior
plate, and is marked, General
Services Administration
Approved Security Container
on the exterior of the top
drawer or door; (3) A bank
safe deposit box; and (4)
Other repositories which in
the judgment of the NRC,
would provide comparable
physical protection.

Section C. STAFF This section does not permit Specifically, the NRC in the
REGULATORY GUIDANCE. approvals from the NRC past has approved Vault-type
Section 2. "Selection and use for "other repositories which Rooms
of Locks to Protect SGI', in the judgment of the NRC,
paragraph 3 a; would provide comparable

physical protection"

C. STAFF REGULATORY Implies that the doors to the Clarify that this only applies if
GUIDANCE. Section 2. Sub room with SGI in a locked the SGI is not locked in an
Sect A: approved container need to approved cabinet or file.

be protected in this manner.

C. STAFF REGULATORY Appears to mean we must Allow for the sites committed
GUIDANCE. Section 3. Sub backfit all of our egress doors standards or building code
Sect A: with this spedfied level of compliance to suffice.

locks to the most modern
standards?

C. STAFF REGULATORY Reference to a key not Again clarification and
GUIDANCE. Section 3 Sub returned or lost may applicability needs to be
Sect B, "Keys not returned..." constitute a reportable event transparent
paragraph: under appendix G. Cat III

plants do not have to report
under this criteria

C. STAFF REGULATORY Upon termination of Regulations in 10 CFR Parts
GUIDANCE. Section 3. Sub employment of any employee, 73.46, "Fixed Site Physical
Sect B, "Regulations in 10 CFR keys, locks, combinations, and Protection Systems,
Parts 73.46 ...." paragraph: related equipment to which Subsystems, Components,

that employee had access And Procedures," and
shall be changed. 73.50(c)(7) require licensees

to control all keys, locks,
combinations and related
equipment used to control
access to protected, material
access, vital, and controlled
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access areas to reduce the
probability of compromise.
Please validate that this
requirement is not applicable
to a CAA at a Category III fuel
fabrication facility.

C. STAFF REGULATORY
GUIDANCE. Section 3. Sub
Sec B, (4):

Locks on GSA-approved
containers for arms and
ammunition and armory vault
Doors should meet Federal
Specification FF-L-2937 or UL
768, Group 1. The
Requirements of FF-L-2937
include the requirements of
UL 768, Group 1. Locks that
meet FF-L-2740 should not be
used to protect weapons or
ammunition in Storage.

If this applies to an SNM
Facility, it should be separated
and noted.

C. STAFF REGULATORY
GUIDANCE. Section 3. Sub
Sec B, (8):

Locks used in the protection
of Categories I and II SNM
(e.g., security containers,
safes, vaults) should meet
Federal Spedfication FF-L-
2740, "Locks, Combination."
This is applicable to locks
purchased or installed after
the date July, 14, 1994, and
for replacement of damaged
equipment (Locks meeting FF-
L-2890 also meet FF-L-2740).

safes and vaults currently
conform to the proposed
guidance, however some
lockable storage racks do not
conform to the guidance.
These racks cannot be
retrofitted with locks that
meet Federal Spedfications
FF-L-2740.

C. STAFF REGULATORY Why specify this when local Allow local jurisdictions to
GUIDANCE. Section 3. Sub building codes should suffice. apply
Sect B, (12):

C. STAFF REGULATORY "where appropriate" has no Provide regulatory reference
GUIDANCE. Section 3. Sub definition or reference to aid to aid in the understanding of
Sect C: in the determination of the this section.

use of this expectation.

C. STAFF REGULATORY Takes the records of keys and Clarify that these records do
GUIDANCE. Section 3. Sub locks and by implication not constitute SGI and then
Sect C, (2): makes them comparable to make a common sense

SGI at least for the purpose of statement on the need and
their protection. level of protection required.

C. STAFF REGULATORY Additional auditable Needs clarification and
GUIDANCE. Section 3. Sub administrative burden. No definition for both the licensee
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Sect C, (3): definition to "other pertinent and inspector.
information", up to an
inspector to determine?

C. STAFF REGULATORY "protected adequately" Needs clarification.
GUIDANCE. Section 3. Sub
Sect C, (4):
C. STAFF REGULATORY What keys are referenced? Needs clarification.
GUIDANCE. Section 3. Sub Those for protected barriers,
Sect C, (9): sources, or other SGI/SNM

locks as necessary?
C. STAFF REGULATORY Keys, key cards, key codes, The addition of the
GUIDANCE. Section 3. Sub combinations, and related terminology "suspension" and
Sect F, (6) ii: equipment to which an "for any reason" would

employee had access should require additional key change
be changed upon termination outs without adding value.
or suspension of an Suggest utilizing the language
employee's access found in 10 CFR 73.55(g)6(i)D
authorization for any reason, and in the proposed language
including transfer. However, a of 73.46 rulemaking which
licensee need not replace the states access control devices
affected locks, are to be changed whenever

"a person with access to
control devices has been
terminated under less than
favorable conditions".

C. STAFF REGULATORY The word "Immediately" is Locks should be changed-or
GUIDANCE. Section 3. Sub open to interpretation, cores replaced and an
Sec F, (6) iii: inventory conducted-

whenever a core, key or card
Locks should be immediately is lost or missing; the lock,
be changed-or cores replaced core, key, or card has been
and an inventory conducted- compromised; or unrecorded
whenever a core, key or card keys or cards are found as
is lost or missing ; the lock, described in Licensee's
core, key, or card has been Procedures.
compromised; or unrecorded
keys or cards are found.

D. IMPLEMENTATION. This section which perhaps Suggest moving this section
should be labeled up front. Then a clear scope
"applicability" appears to of applicability statement
exclude Cat III FCF's which including the regulation basis
only contain SNM of low for the applicability.
strategic significance. If this
is true then the entire Reg.
Guide would not apply. This
is in conflict or at least
confusion with regard to all
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the aspects of the reg. guide
that describe the protection of
SGI.
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